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ABSTRACT 

The Police are entrusted with the fundamental duty of safeguarding the lives and property 

of mankind, protecting the oppressed and respecting the law of the land to guarantee 

equality, liberty and justice.3However, the police system has a tainted image for abusing 

the discretionary powers conferred upon them. There is much hue and cry regarding the 

“Black-Lives-Matter” movement in the West, yet the prevailing police atrocities are 

overlooked in India. There are not only one or two isolated anomalous incidences of police 

brutality but has now become a growing pattern in India. It is a flagrant violation of the 

right to life and personal liberties of persons4 in police custody that go unnoticed due to 

the abuse of the unbridled powers conferred on the police. In recent times there have been 

growing concerns, nationally and internationally, to secure human rights of every human 

being including those in police custody. The police endowed with public duty to enforce the 

law and protect the people; hence, such power vested must be coupled with public 

accountability. Instead, the police are abusing these powers to oppress, intimidate, and 

torture5 the weak6. In fact, these increasing instances of unjustified police atrocities have 

instilled fear in the minds of the public and evoke feelings of distrust towards the law 

enforcing agencies and the criminal justice system. 

This paper aims to emphasize the magnitude of the disturbing scenario of police brutality 

in India and the increasing trend of lawlessness in law enforcement agencies. These paper 

further analyses the reasons behind the trend of police brutality and the failure in the legal 

framework, as well as probe into how and why the police are manifested as an apparatus 

to suppress dissent together with the oppressed classes of the society. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The 21st Century has witnessed several tragedies, some of which include the demise of George 

Floyd on the 25th of May, who was pinned down till he showed no signs of life, all in just 8 

                                                      
1 Author is a student of KIIT School of Law, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India. 
2 Author is a student of KIIT School of Law, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India. 
3JOHN J. BRODERICK, POLICE IN A TIME OF CHANGE89 (2nd Ed. 1987) (1977).  
4 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, art. 3. 
5 United Nations Convention against Torture (UNCAT), art.1. 
6Md. Mohibul Haque, POLICE ATROCITIES IN INDIA 10 The Third Concept 33 (March 1996). 
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minutes and 46 seconds, leaving a wave outrage and protests in the entire world.  

While many Indians are invested in the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement and showing solidarity 

for George Floyd, India seems to neglect the age-old history of Police Brutality already 

prevalent in India. A day before the death of George Floyd, a distressing video went viral of 

two police officers beating and kicking a man in the face and inflicting severe injuries, in 

Chhindwara, Madhya Pradesh till his unconscious body was thrown into a Police Van7. Again, 

during a riot in February 2020 the Delhi Police brutally thrashed four Muslim men and forced 

them to sing the national anthem while they were lying injured on the ground, one of whom 

died later due to the severe injuries caused8. Such instances of police atrocities fade away 

without any national outcry.  

Lastly, the custodial deaths of Jayaraj and Fenix in Tuticorin district of Tamil Nadu, shook the 

entire nation and made them realise the prevailing atrocities in their own nation which are never 

addressed. The father and son were arrested for keeping their shop open beyond the permitted 

hours due to the lockdown. As a result, they were brutally sexually assaulted and mercilessly 

thrashed by the police to the point that their ‘lungis’ were soaked in blood. They finally died at 

the hospital as a result of their severe injuries while in judicial custody.9 The gruesome injuries 

inflicted on the father and son in such a low-profile case is highly unjustified and raises a 

serious question on the law enforcement agencies and the justice system.  

From the incidences mentioned above, we observe a pattern in which the phenomenon of 

custodial violence is mostly directed towards people from vulnerable communities, such as the 

lower class, Dalits and Muslims.  

Sections 132 and 197 of the CrPC10 gives immunity to the police in force from being prosecuted 

in discharge of his public duty. Thus, there is no accountability of the police for their actions11. 

Several incidents of torture and brutality directed at persons in police custody, often leading to 

custodial deaths and encounter killings have been reported. The National Human Rights 

Commission12 have reported that sixty percent of all the arrests made by police are either 

                                                      
7Madhya Pradesh: Police brutality goes viral, two cops taken off duty, THE TIMES OF INDIA (May 24, 2020, 11:17 

AM), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/bhopal/madhya-pradesh-police-brutality-goes-viral-two-cops-

taken-off-duty/articleshow/75932597.cms. 
8WATCH: Police force injured 'anti-CAA' protesters to sing national anthem, THE WEEK (Feb. 25, 2020, 10:18 

AM), https://www.theweek.in/news/india/2020/02/25/watch-police-force-injured-anti-caa-protesters-to-sing-

national-anthem.html. 
9Arun Janardhanan,  Explained: How Tamil Nadu Police’s brutal act of revenge claimed lives of a father and son, 

THE INDIAN EXPRESS(July 4, 2020 10:09 AM), https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-tamil-nadu-

police-custodial-torture-father-son-killed-thoothukudi-6479190/. 
10 Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, No.2 of 1974, Acts of Parliament, 1973, §§ 132, 197 (India). 
11 Nagraj v. State of Mysore, A.I.R. 1964 S.C. 269 (India). 
12LAW COMMISSION, Law Relating to Arrests, REPORT NO.177 (2001). 
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unjustified or unnecessary, and seventy-five percent of all the complaints of human rights 

violations are against the police. As a result, the main question that arises is quis custodiet ipsos 

custodes? i.e., who will police the police? 

An attempt at police reforms and police accountability has been made through several law 

commission reports, reports by the National Police Commission along with the guidelines of 

the Supreme Court in landmark cases, but failed at the implementation stage.   

II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK AGAINST POLICE BRUTALITY IN INDIA  

Our Constitution along with Indian statutes and various Supreme Court judgments have tried 

to battle the increasing rate of custodial deaths by penalising such actions. Also, International 

treaties and various commissions like the National Police Commission (NPC) and the National 

Human Rights Commission (NHRC) have tried to discipline the law enforcement agencies yet 

the execution part is where India has lacked over the years but nevertheless this paper has tried 

to acknowledge the legal framework laid down by our legislatures has attempted to provide a 

few recommendations by which the situation can be improved. 

Apart from the legislations, many Supreme Court Judgements have been passed in order to 

maintain public order and to help decreasing violence rising in our society especially in police 

custodies. Several such landmark judgements have tried to achieve this purpose one of which 

is the judgement of Prakash Singh v. Union of India13, which provided for seven directives for 

police reforms, which are binding on other States but the lack of implementation is what is 

lowering the gravity of such judicial precedents and such initiatives has to be taken by State 

Governments.14 

Directives 4 and 6 of this judgement order for separate investigation and establishment of 

Police Complaints Authority (PCA) at the state level to inquire into public complaints against 

officers of and above the rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police in cases of serious 

misconduct including custodial death, grievous hurt, or rape in police custody and at district 

levels to inquire into police complaints against police personnel below the rank of Deputy 

Superintendent of Police in cases of serious misconduct respectively. However, no State 

Government has established PCA at both state and district level that fully comply with the 

Supreme Court’s order15 making it a failure from part of the State Governments to not to be 

able to implement it. 

                                                      
13(2006) 8 S.C.C. 1 (India).  
14 INDIA CONST.  art. 246. 
15COMMONWEALTH HUMAN RIGHTS INITIATIVE, Seven Steps to Police Reform (2010). 
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(A)  THE CONSTITUTION  

The Indian Constitution16 confers certain fundamental rights to the accused subject to the 

procedure established by law under Article 21, 21 and 22 but irrespective of such rights given 

the situation in India seem to get worse and worse. This paper would further discuss these rights 

given to the prisoners and yet it has not been in effect in reality. 

Article 21 of the Constitution guarantees rights to the accused to be treated humanely and with 

dignity. In the case of Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh17 in concurrence with Justice 

Field’s observation in the U.S. case Munn. v. Illinois18, stated that the term ‘life’ has a much 

wider meaning than ‘mere animal existence’, it includes the right to life with dignity19. Even 

the people behind bars cannot be denied their fundamental rights 

In the landmark judgement of D.K. Basu v. State of West Bengal20, provided specific guidelines 

when arresting or detaining accused, in light of the growing incidences of custodial violence 

and custodial deaths. It also reiterated that the right to live with human dignity includes the 

guarantee not to be tortured and assaulted by the State and its functionaries. Some of the 

guidelines in order to curb custodial violence include, that upon request of the arrestee, the 

arresting officer shall examine and record any major or minor injuries present on the body of 

the arrestee in an Inspection Memo. Additionally, the arrestee retains the right to undergo a 

medical examination every 48 hours during detention by a trained physician. Copy of each of 

these documents, including the arrest memo must be presented to the Magistrate for record.  

The police have used several methods of torture, known as ‘third-degree torture’ to extract 

information from the alleged accused. However, Article 20(3)21 protects the accused against 

self-incrimination or disposing evidence against himself. The violent acts of torture committed 

by the police are a blatant violation of this provision.   

(B) LEGAL STATUTES  

1. The Police Act, 186122 provides penalty for the negligence of duty by police officer under 

Section 29 of the Act. The said police officer can be held liable for a penalty not exceeding 

3 months’ pay or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months or both. The section 

reads as: 

                                                      
16INDIA CONST. arts. 20, 21, 22. 
17 Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh, A.I.R. 1963 S.C. 1295 (India). 
18 Munn. v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113 (1877).  
19 Maneka Gandhi v Union of India (1978) S.C.R. (2) 621 (India). 
20 D.K. Basu v. State of West Bengal, (1997) 1 S.C.C. 416 (India). 
21INDIA CONST. art.20 cl.3.  
22 The Police Act, No.5 of 1861, India Code (1861), §29. 
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“Every police-officer who shall be guilty of any violation of duty or wilful breach 

or neglect of any rule or regulation or lawful order made by competent authority, 

or who shall withdraw from the duties of his office without permission, or without 

having given previous notice for the period of two months, or who, being absent on 

leave, shall fail, without reasonable cause, to report himself for duty on the 

expiration of such leave, or who shall engage without authority in any employment 

other than his police-duty, or who shall be guilty of cowardice, or who shall offer 

any unwarrantable personal violence to any person in his custody, shall be liable, 

on conviction before a Magistrate, to a penalty not exceeding three months` pay, 

or to imprisonment with or without hard labour, for a period not exceeding three 

months, or to both.”23 

With the aid of this provision, a police officer may be held liable for breach of duty or 

inflicting unwarrantable custodial violence against another person. However, for such 

horrendous acts of violence by the police, the punishment awarded is very less.  

2. The Prisons Act, 189424, which is the first regulation in India for prison regulation. It 

provides a skeletal framework for prisoner’s right and prison conditions. Some of the 

essential provisions include; (i) accommodation and hygienic conditions for prisoners (ii) 

provision of food, clothing, bed,25 and looking after mental and physical state of the 

prisoners (iii) examination of the prisoners by a qualified medical physician (iv) provisions 

for treatment under trials, civil prison, parole, etc. (v) provisions for visits (vi) provisions 

for prison offences and punishment, etc. This Act was enacted during the British Rule, 

where the prison officials preferred the route of least accountability.26 It no longer holds 

good in today’s present society where public accountability and transparency is a crucial 

facet in a democratic nation.  

3. The Indian Penal Code27 by virtue of Sections 330 and 331, provides for punishment for 

the offender, usually police officers, for causing hurt or grievous hurt to extort a confession 

or information relating to an offence or misconduct or to constrain the victim to restore any 

property or valuable security  from the victim or person interested in the victim. Punishment 

includes imprisonment up to 7 years along with fine and imprisonment up to 10 years along 

with fine under Section 330 and 331 respectively. Similarly, under Section 348, a police 

                                                      
23Id. 
24The Prisons Act, No.9 of 1894, India Code (1894). 
25 Francis Coralie v Union Territory of Delhi, 1981 S.C.R. (2) 516 (India). 
26HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH REPORT, Prison Conditions in India (1990).  
27 The Indian Penal Code, No. 45 of 1846, India Code (1846).  
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officer may be liable for imprisonment up to 3 years along with fine for wrongfully 

confining any person or any person interested in the person confined in order to extort a 

confession or any information, or to constrain the person to restore any property or valuable 

security. Sections 330, 331, 348 do not particularly penalise acts against torture per say but 

certain acts which involve torture.  

4. Section 24, 25 and 26 of the Indian Evidence Act28, exclude certain confessions made by 

accused before a person of authority. The principle underlying these sections, considers the 

fact police, often seek to obtain a character for activity and zeal, harass and oppress 

prisoners and compel them to make confessions of guilt although they are innocent. The 

broad ground for not admitting such confessions is to avoid the danger of admitting a false 

confession.29In order to secure conviction in a case, the police officer often puts the arrestee 

to severe torture to extort a confession. This results in the impunity of the real offender and 

encouragement of crime.30 

5. Section 176 (1A) of the CrPC31 confers powers on the Magistrate to conduct an inquiry 

into the cause of death where such person dies or hold an inquiry where rape is allegedly 

committed on a woman, while such person is in the police custody or judicial custody. The 

Magistrate and doctors have a significant hand in the practice of police torture. Even though 

the legislature has made it mandatory for the Executive Magistrates to conduct an inquest 

report in cases of custodial death, but in truth, the police influence the Magistrates and 

pressurize the Medical Officers who conduct the inquest and post mortem to make certain 

that the report is in their favour32. 

(C) INTERNATIONAL TREATIES 

The United Nations General Assembly adopted the UN Convention against Torture and Other 

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Convention against Torture), which 

was signed by India on October 14, 1997 but not ratified. The main objective of the convention 

was to prevent torture and inhumane treatment and ensure effective remedies to the victims. 

After a great deal of international pressure imposed on India to ratify the Convention against 

Torture and adopt reforms. In 2017, the 273rd Law Commission Report was presented to the 

Supreme Court and recommended that the Government ratify the convention by presenting a 

                                                      
28 The Indian Evidence Act, No. 1 of 1872, India Code (1872). 
29 Paulose v. State of Kerala, 1990 Cr.L.J. 108 Ker (India).  
30BATUK LAL, THE LAW OF EVIDENCE, 226 (21st Ed. 2015). 
31 Criminal Procedure Code, No.2 of 1974, India Code (1973). 
32 Srikrishnadeva Rao, Book Review: Torture and Rape in Police Custody (An Analysis), 6 STUD ADV 161, 162-

163 (1994).  
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special legislation on torture. In order to comply with the UN Convention against Torture, the 

Prevention of Torture Bill, 2017 was introduced. The bill was first introduced and passed in 

the Lok Sabha in 2010. Later, the bill lapsed and the Government did not show any 

determination to enact a revised Torture Bill. The draft Bill proposes stringent punishment to 

combat custodial torture and inhumane treatment which includes life imprisonment and fine. 

An effective compensation scheme for the victim was proposed considering the socio-

economic status of the victim, which also covered the expenses for treatment and rehabilitation. 

It was strongly suggested that the State take responsibility for the injuries caused by its agents 

on the citizens and that Sovereign Immunity could not override the rights assured by the 

Constitution, even to those behind bars. 

(D) COMMISSIONS 

The National Human Rights Convention (NHRC), established under the Protection of Human 

Rights Act, 199333 aimed at protecting and promoting the human rights of people. Section 2(d) 

of the Act states that “the rights relating to life, liberty, equality and dignity of the individual 

guaranteed by the Constitution or embodied in the International Covenants and enforceable 

by the courts in India.”34 

The NHRC has been conferred with powers to inquire, either a petition by a party or suo motu, 

into the complaints against any public servant for violation of human rights or for negligence 

in prevention of such violation. However, the NHRC suffers from certain infirmities, as it is 

dependent on the Government for its functioning, such as finance and manpower. The decision 

of the NHRC is not binding. It can only advise the Government to take action against such 

perpetrators. Thus, the effectiveness of the NHRC to curb custodial torture is dramatically 

reduced.  

The National Police Commission of India (NPC) plays a vital role in preventing police 

brutality. It was established by the Government of India in 1977 with the objective of looking 

over the role and functions of police organisation, ensure accountability in relation to the 

public, prevent political interference, and misuse of powers in the work of the police. Several 

recommendations were made across Eight Reports which were not implemented. The 

Commission’s first report in 1979 recommended inquiries into police complaints of 

misconduct to be led in a fair, credible and impartial manner. The Eighth Report recommended 

greater police accountability by continuous monitoring of the performance of the police forces 

                                                      
33 The Protection of Human Rights Act, No. 10 of 1994, India Code (1993).  
34Id. § 2(d). 
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through State Security Commission and sensitising them to the idea of public accountability. 

The mandatory judicial inquiry by a District Sessions Judge and the amendment of the 

provisions relating to burden of proof to custodial deaths as recommended by the National 

Police Commission and the 113th report of the Law Commission respectively are yet to become 

law. Since none of the recommendations were implemented, the Supreme Court was compelled 

to issue binding directions for the States to pass appropriate legislation against police atrocities 

and it is the duty of the State to ensure social justice so that life will be meaningful with security 

and human dignity.35 

III. EVOLUTION OF POLICE BRUTALITY IN INDIA 

In a democratic country like India, custodial torture and abuse of police power have always 

been one of the greatest concerns since pre-independence era but even today when right to life 

and liberty is one of most prized fundamental rights and rule of law is considered to be above 

one and all. Instances of brutal tortures36 resulting in death37 are not very uncommon in India 

and in fact, are on a steady rise.  Our fellow citizens are being assaulted in the name of 

investigations, and this not only undermines one’s dignity but disregards the core ethics of our 

Constitution to safely guard human rights of an individual by the so-called ’protectors’.38 

The Indian Annual Report on Torture 2019 has revealed that in India, 1731 people died in 

custody in 2019 alone, and most of them comprised of people from vulnerable communities, 

Muslims and Dalits. Out of 1731, 1606 people died in judicial custody, and 125 people died in 

police custody.39The report further states the most brutal yet common methods used for torture. 

This, in itself, portrays the disturbing reality of the gruesome practices that prevail in India. 

Many of these incidences remain unreported due to the power of politics that attempt to hide 

this reality.   

(A) PRE-INDEPENDENCE ERA 

Usage of brutal measures as an excuse to dispense justice in India can be traced back to Vedic 

period, but there was no well organised authority till the end of the Mughal period during the 

colonial rule of British Raj. They established a central police authority in the interest of 

fulfilling their needs, and thus, they did not attempt to curb the horrendous treatment towards 

the inmates in police custody. However, the first initiative was taken by Charles Napier, who 

                                                      
35 Consumer Education and Research Centre v Union of India, A.I.R 1995 S.C. 922 (India). 
36 State of Punjab v. M.S. Chawla, A.I.R. 1997 S.C. 1225 (India). 
37 Vincent v. Union of India, 1987 A.I.R. 1987 S.C.1990 (India). 
38K.I. VIBHUTE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE-A HUMAN RIGHT PERSPECTIVE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS IN INDIA 219 

(Eastern Book Company, Lucknow, 1st Ed.) (2004).  
39NATIONAL CAMPAIGN AGAINST TORTURE, India: Annual Report on Torture 2019 (June 2020). 
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conquered the territory of Sindh in 1843 and organised a separate police organisation controlled 

by its only officials. The primary concern of the police officers was to cater to British needs, 

and for this purpose, it was seen that the post of higher-ranking officials was always given to 

the British only, and the lower ranks were occupied by the so-called ‘natives’40. Eventually, 

the Police Act of 1861 was created to regularise the acts of the police, but this Act was created 

to make the police accountable to the establishment not to anyone else. Under Sections 7 and 

29 of this Act41, police officials are barred from using torture, or else they would be suspended 

or dismissed. And under this Act itself, the responsibility of governance of police forces of 

every state was given under the State Governments for the better functioning of the police 

force. 42 

Gradually the IPC43 came into force in 1862 along with Indian Evidence Act44 and CPC45 in 

1872 and 1898, respectively. These acts were created to stabilize the then situation and to bring 

the Police administration under scrutiny. Section 339 in IPC made wrong restraint illegal so 

that the police officials won’t take in the inmates under their custody illegally. Apart from 

these, sections 162, 163, 172,173 of CrPC46 and 330 and 331 of IPC provided with rules and 

regulations to reduce custodial torture and brutality. 

Another initiative that was taken was the formation of Police Commission in 1902 under the 

governance of Lord Curzon. It criticized the then working of the police and designed certain 

measures to improve the conditions of the police.47 Under the British rule many other acts like 

Indian Rifles Act, 1920, The Police (Incitement and Disaffection) Act, 1922 but none of the 

acts got much success as the Police worked to achieve the imperialist needs of the British Raj, 

but after getting independence during India’s transition to a democratic republic though it tried 

to change and improve the police conditions apart from the fact that the police are now 

accountable to the public and to their internal mechanism, but the police still remain corrupted 

and the difference being instead of fulfilling the needs of the imperialist crown it now functions 

of the growing politics.  

(B) POST-INDEPENDENCE ERA 

After the end of British rule, a new ray of hope was cast with the establishment of the 

                                                      
40 G.P. Joshi, Police Accountability in India, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, 12 (2000).  
41 The Police Act, No.5 of 1861, India Code (1861), §§ 7, 29. 
42 The Police Act, No.5 of 1861, India Code (1861), §3.  
43 The Indian Penal Code, No. 45 of 1846, India Code (1846). 
44 The Indian Evidence Act, No. 1 of 1872, India Code (1872). 
45 The Code of Civil Procedure, No.5 of 1908, India Code (1908).  
46 Criminal Procedure Code, No.2 of 1974, India Code (1973), §§ 161, 163, 172, 173.  
47REPORT OF THE INDIAN POLICE COMMISSION, 150 (1902-03). 
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Constitution of India, which gave way to a new India with a democratic approach to improve 

the image of the police and strengthen the relationship between the public and the police.48 But 

for a newly freed country like India the weight of such an enormous mass of population didn’t 

turn to be exactly as it hoped to be. In fact, the continuous usage of third-degree methodology49 

made the matter more complicated as the police became more and more corrupted and found 

themselves involved in the political turmoil of the country.  

Their public relations worsened as their brutality was shown towards the lower classes and the 

minorities through custodial torture, death or rape or killing a person in the name of encounter; 

they seemed to be dominated by the powerful and rich. Though the Constitution gave the public 

confidence regarding the ‘Supremacy of Law’ and ‘Rule of Law’ and that everyone is equal in 

the eyes of law but the reality seemed to be complete opposite. In reality when political leaders 

and celebrities seem to get away from their punishments because they police can be easily 

bought with money and power, it is the general public especially the lower strata or in the other 

words low-caste people, these minorities brutally suffer. 

IV. THE TREND AND RATIONALE BEHIND THE USAGE OF TORTURE BY THE 

POLICE  

“When you have police officers who abuse citizens, you erode the public confidence in law 

enforcement. That makes the job of police officers unsafe.” - Mary Frances Berry. 

Over the years, the relationship between the police and public has only worsened and the faith 

that once the people had on police has decreased50 to such a level that the public tend to take 

matters in their own hands. But, there is a rationale behind their barbaric acts even though that 

doesn’t make their actions justifiable but this an accepted fact that the condition of police in 

India has worsened, and they are to be blamed every time there is an occurrence of crime or 

any kind of mishap in the country. The Amnesty International Report51 has tried to sort out the 

reasons behind such a brutal image of the Police. 

The police in duty have to work continuously for long hours without proper and adequate salary 

as a result of which they tend to take bribes and thus unconsciously come under the clutches of 

the political leaders. According to the status of Policing in India Report52 the police officials 

are physically and mentally drained after working 15-hour shifts. Ergo, the working conditions 

                                                      
48 Supra note 30. 
49 G.P. Joshi, Police Brutality in India, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, 12 (2000). 
50 S. K. Ghosh, Keeping the Peace: For Whom the Beit Tolls, ASHISH PUB. HOUSE. 148, (1989). 
51AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL REPORT, THE STATE OF THE WORLDS HUMAN RIGHTS (2017-2018). 
52STATUS OF POLICING IN INDIA REPORT 2019: POLICE ADEQUACY AND WORKING CONDITIONS. 
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of police officers must be improved. The absence of proper facilities and manpower puts 

tremendous strain on the ones working as they try to force themselves to take double shifts and 

complete their duties on time which drains their energy and patience. Henceforth, the police 

tend to adopt short-cuts by using torture and instilling fear in the minds of the prisoners to 

obtain confessions quickly and be rewarded with promotions easily. 

The involvement of media with their distorted facts always plays a role in delivering a negative 

image of the police, and it is seen that irrespective of their good deeds, they still receive bad 

publicity. This demotivates them from acting in furtherance of their objective. 

The interference of the political parties is one of the major causes for police brutality. The 

political leaders take advantage of the vulnerable situation of the police and make them act 

according to their wishes and demands and thus making the police nothing but puppets. Such 

political influence can be witnessed from the very beginning of the recruitment process which 

brings us to the fourth cause that is reforms in the current police regulations and legislations 

that guide them. 

The legislation that is followed in India is centuries old from the time of British Colonial rule. 

The Police Act of 1861, which still governs the working of police, was legislated by the British 

with the purpose of controlling the Indians and anyone who decides to raise their voice. The 

outdated law fails to cater to the current needs of the society and thus leads to police misusing 

its power. 

Proper training of police officials is also required. It is seen in most states that no formal 

training is provided, and it is the need of the hour that the police be trained in the current 

standards of equality and justice and how a dignity of a person is to be maintained in all 

circumstances so that they follow and respect the law and does not illegally detain and ensures 

that they are produced before the judge promptly53 and such other laws are followed. 

V. IS THE PUBLIC ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RISE IN POLICE BRUTALITY IN 

INDIA? 

The rationale behind police behaviour is not limited to the above points mentioned, but it can 

be said that ‘we’ as the public have also contributed to encourage such regime of police.  It is 

not enclosed to our criminal administration system or our Constitution, but it’s applicability 

that has been the cause of such dissent. The particular mindset or the culture that is prevalent 

in India is so prone to aggression that seeks violence to be the only reason for justice. Custodial 

                                                      
53 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art. 9(3). 
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torture has become so common that the public has accepted that to be the general process and 

only when the most grievous cases are reported, it results in the public outcry. For instance, in 

the ‘Bhagalpur’s Blinding Case’ where the police officials blinded 33 prisoners using acid, the 

public realised that usage of torture is barbaric and before that the public is okay with the usage 

of torture.54The public fail to recognize that while using torture it affects the victims both 

mentally and physically55even though our Constitution bars such human rights violation, 

especially before they are even called for trial.56 

Be it in 1970 that the police used violence and fear to contain the student movements in 

Kolkata, or in 2019 when police stormed into Jamia Milia and used violence to circumvent the 

peaceful protests by the students, a section of the crowd cheered for such inhumane acts, as in 

their eyes, the police did a brave job by trashing a bunch of ‘anti-nationals’ and teaching them 

a ‘lesson’. Thus, with a part of a crowd cheering for such gruesome acts, it is in reality that the 

public is encouraging more of such brutality. Even, in encounters like the recent one in 

Hyderabad rape case in 2019 when the whole nation cheered for the death of the 4 accused 

without any proper trial, they forget by this they are only encouraging for more violence and 

custodial deaths57. What the public doesn’t realise is that it is not the proper procedure for 

justice, and in their demand for ‘instant justice’, the people suffering are poor people of lower 

castes who are unable to pay bribes when the crime may not have been committed by those 

people.58 

In 2019, 1731 lives were lost in custodial torture, and in 2018, 1966 were brutally murdered in 

police custody according to the report released by the consortium of NGOs.59 In the anti-CAA 

protests, police fired upon the protestors, and the state-governments continues to give them the 

freedom to use force upon them but this questions their fundamental right of freedom to raise 

their voice and half the crowd cheering as their rage for communalism and vigilantism, thus 

                                                      
54Farzand Ahmed, Bhagalpur’s blindings represents one of the darkest chapters in India’s history, INDIA TODAY 

(December 18, 2014, 5:01 PM), https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/special-report/story/19801231-bhagalpur-

blindings-represents-one-of-the-darkest-chapters-in-indias-history-773650-2013-11-29. 
55 Nirman Arora, Custodial Torture in Police Station in India: A Radical Assessment, 41 INDIAN LAW INSTITUTE 

J. 513-529(1999). 
56 Dinesh, Violation of Human Rights by Police Authorities, LEGAL SERVICE INDIA, 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-61-violation-of-human-rights-by-police-authorities.html 
57PTI, All 4 accused in Hyderabad rape-murder case killed in encounter: Telengana Police, THE ECONOMIC 

TIMES (Dec. 6, 2019, 06:32 PM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/all-4-accused-

in-hyderabad-gang-rape-murder-shot-dead/articleshow/72393178.cms?from=mdr. 
58 Shubhangi Misra, Stop cheering police brutality. Citizens like Jayaraj and Bennix pay the price, The Print (June, 

28, 2020 11:12 AM), https://theprint.in/opinion/pov/stop-cheering-police-brutality-citizens-like-jayaraj-and-

bennix-pay-the-price/450378/?amp 
59NATIONAL CAMPAIGN AGAINST TORTURE:INDIA, ANNUAL REPORT ON TORTURE 2019. 
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increasing the number of mob-lynching, custodial torture, and deaths.60 

Thus, training of police officers and theoretical bar on use of force will not be of much use and, 

if the practical knowledge he receives, is different. In the generation of media and technology, 

our views have an impact which, if used in a proper way, can bring change in the society which 

mere learning cannot. Violence now runs in the veins of Gandhi’s nation, and this is the creation 

of the public itself. 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The present time is an era where human rights are respected, and India through its Constitution 

and judicial decisions, has tried to assert that even if a person has committed an offence he will 

not be deprived of the basic rights. Like in the case of T.V. Vatheeswaran v. State of Tamil 

Nadu61, the Supreme Court held that the basic fundamental rights are available to all prisoners. 

Similarly, under various judicial decisions, basic rights of prisoners were recognized under 

Article 21, like right against custodial torture and death62, right to speedy trial63, rights of 

inmates64 , right to free legal aid65 etc. The Apex Court also held that the use of third-degree 

methodologies is a violation of Article 2166 and yet it wasn’t enough to control the actions of 

police who continued to extort the prisoners through rape, torture, fake encounters, coercion, 

and harassment. Some measures that can be taken to improve the behaviour of the police is 

that- 

1. The process of recruitment should be done without bias in a proper and scientific way so 

that the personality traits are assessed and basing upon that the candidates must be selected. 

2. More recruitment must be done so that the tremendous pressure is lifted from the shoulders 

of the few with a standard working hour so as not to overburden their minds with the 

thought of taking short-cuts. 

3. The training should not be just a formality, and the trainers should be experienced and 

capable enough to inculcate proper values and morals of human rights67 in the minds of the 

                                                      
60INDIA CONST. art. 21. 
61 T.V. Vatheeswaran v. State of Tamil Nadu, A.I.R. 1983 S.C. 361(India). 
62Supra note 12.  
63 Hussainara Khatoon v. State of Bihar (1980) 1 S.C.C. 81(India). 
64 Upendra Baxi v. State of Uttar Pradesh (1983) 2 S.C.C. 308(India). 
65 Khatri v. State of Bihar, 1981 S.C.C. (1) 627(India). 
66 Kishore Singh v. State of Rajasthan, A.l.R. 1981 S.C. 625(India). 
67 Gurjeet Singh, Role of National Institutions and NGOs in Promotion and the Protection 

of Human Rights: A Case Study of India, 582-93 (B. P. SINGH SEHGAL ED.) (1995). 
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trainees on how to manage situations and behave in a more civilized manner with the 

prisoners. 

4. Practical knowledge is more important, so the candidates must be properly taught the 

importance of human rights, so they are able to execute it in reality. 

5. The Police Act should be amended as per the current standard of law and as per the 

recommendations of the National Police Commission. 

6. The Government should try to regulate the actions of the media as in today’s generation, it 

has a broader impact on the people of the society, and it possesses a lot of power to either 

build or tarnish a certain image. The media should also try to show the positive image of 

the police and should try to invoke civic sense and humanism among the people and the 

police to infuse tranquillity in the ‘aggressive’ country of ours. 

7. The Police machinery should be separated from the vicious control of the political leaders 

and for these measures must be taken by independent commissions, but the most important 

step is to increase their salary and provide them with more incentives so as to reduce the 

influence of political leaders. 

8. Statutes like the Indian Penal Code, The Evidence Act, and the Code of Civil Procedure 

still have provisions from the time of the British Empire, which should have become 

obsolete in today’s date, so the Government should take necessary measures to amend those 

provisions. 

9. Awareness in human rights is needed not only for the police officials but also for the 

countrymen. They should be made realise the rights of every person irrespective of him 

committing an offence and the worth and value of all individuals as members of the same 

society.68This can be done by human rights protection organisations so that the public 

understand the essence of communal harmony and raise their voice against any such mishap 

against those people belonging to lower strata. So, such organisations should be encouraged 

and promoted69 by the Government to protect the rights of the citizens. 

10. The Human Rights Organisations should have powers to listen to complaints against the 

police officials, and such measures which will give assurance to the public to be free from 

the fear of police officials. The tortured victims must be given the appropriate relief. 
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Additionally, such organisations should have powers to conduct investigation 

independently against such corrupted police and take impromptu action. 

11. Surprise visits can be made by these organisations in furtherance of their investigation or 

to check upon the prisoners in police custody to see if they are well treated and such visits 

should also be made by senior officials to see if there are any unlawful restraints of inmates 

or they are kept in any unlawful custody. Any malpractice should be met with swift 

punishments. 

12. India is already a signatory of the Human Rights Convention of Torture but it has not yet 

ratified it. Once ratified, India would be held accountable to the UN and then would be 

obligated to bring necessary changes in the legislation and the same time UN can provide 

help in implementing those changes and would benefit the whole country. 

13. The victims of such vicious acts are to be handled with care70 and they should be treated 

properly. Compensatory policies71 are to be arranged to try to make up for the wrong that 

is done by the guardians of the land. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The police force was created with the purpose of maintaining law and order, peace by providing 

them a sense of security but in reality, it is the protectors, who are seen to violate the law 

through methods like torture and fear, unlawful arrest, false accusations and implications, 

illegal detention etc. And the most severe and brutal being death as a result of torture and fake 

encounters which is flagrant human rights violation and the cause of such brutality being 

political nexus, personal grudge, and corruption. But the saddest part in all of these is that 

torture is caste, class and power-sensitive. Torture and brutality only knock the doors of those 

poor people who are unable to bribe the police and stand helpless and powerless amidst the 

politics of the rich. 

When India tries to stand up for the unfair death of George Floyd and raises slogans for Black 

Lives Matter it never attempts to raise its voice for its own people who either die due to police 

violence or mob violence because of their religion or caste or due to the fact that they belong 

to the lower community and nobody is there to stand for them. Our democratic country 

guarantees basic rights to every citizen, be it a criminal or a civilian. It tries to establish through 

various judicial precedents that every prisoner is entitled to ‘right against custodial torture 
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under Article 2172 but fails to define ‘torture by police’ in the Indian Penal Code and thus does 

not prescribe any punishment for it. 

The lack of respect for the rule of law is not only seen by the people of India but also by those 

who make and enforce them. The age-old provisions in the statutes need to be modified, and 

the tortured victims need to be handled with care, and provisions of compensation need to be 

arranged. There is always a lack of independent witnesses in matters of custodial torture and 

death due to fear instilled by the police. 

Thus, to sum-up an efficient system of administration is needed to not only improve the 

conditions of the police force but the whole justice system so as to infuse trust and faith again 

in the minds of the citizens of India. 

***** 

                                                      
72 Sunil Batra v. Delhi Administration, A.I.R. 1978 S.C. 1965 (India). 


